Wright Physical Therapy (WPT) was founded with a vision of high quality standards and hospitality. WPT currently serves six locations in the Magic Valley of Idaho – Twin Falls (2), Kimberly, Jerome, Burley, and Wendell.

**OUR CORE PURPOSE**
We inspire you to create a life of joy through high skilled treatment, innovative solutions, uplifting environments and service.

**OUR CORE VALUES**
- Have Uplifting Fun
- Learn, Grow, Repeat
- Maintain Great Health
- Preserve Financial Freedom
- Do the Right Thing
- Family is Central
- Add Value Everyday
- Charity Never Fails
- Filled With Gratitude
- We Serve Others
- Humility and Faith Precede Growth

**OUR SOCIAL MISSION**
Wright Physical Therapy’s social mission is to secure a future full of opportunity for children. Through volunteer service efforts and revenue donations from each patient visit, Wright Physical Therapy is dedicated to protecting the innocence of children around the world.

**OUR ENVIRONMENT**
Our pristine buildings provide clean, energetic atmospheres. Our Doctors of Physical Therapy are passionate about and are experts in orthopedic and sports medicine rehabilitation. WPT clinicians assist an ideal range of orthopedic and sports medicine patients to get them back to their daily activities; from the young athlete wanting to rise to the top of their game, to the grandparent wanting to play more with their grand kids. We serve our patients through their injury from start to finish, and provide them with customized treatment plans and robust home exercise programs.

Our unique WPT software is an exceptional companion to the physical therapy occurring in the clinic. The program allows clinicians to spend more time treating and caring for the patient and less time documenting, improved patient and physician interaction, and tools for effective administrative support. It also hosts a Patient Portal which houses a patient’s HEP for mobile use, outlines appointment detail, and allows a means of contacting our clinic for a more connected care.

Updated: 5/17/17
CORE GOALS FOR ALL STAFF:
1. Reach Your Potential
2. Pursue Financial Freedom
3. Have Uplifting Fun at Work

ASSOCIATE BENEFITS:
• Comprehensive Medical Benefits Plan
• Health Savings Account Option
• Dental & AFLAC Plans
• Paid Time Off
• Paid Holidays
• 3% IRA matching
• DPT Tuition Program
• Relocation Bonus
• Loan Repayment Options
• Company Owned Fitness Center Membership for Employee & Spouse
• Profit Sharing & Bonuses
• Quarterly Team Building Events
• Appropriate Patient Load
• Integrated Mentorship Program
• Customized Software Program
• Fun Work Environment
• APTA/License Dues

EDUCATION AND TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES:
• Orthopaedic Physical Therapy Residency Program (OCS Residency)  
  Take your expertise to the next level and become OCS Certified through WPT’s mixed learning  
  program to prepare for your specialty exam.
• Mechanical Diagnosis and Treatment (MDT)
• Generous Con-Ed Allowance
• Leadership Training and Opportunities
• Quarterly Hands-On Joint Spine Sport University
• Sports Performance Bridge Program
• Monthly Journal Club + Hands On Training

SERVICES: For full list, see website www.wrightpt.com

SPECIALTY DIVISIONS:
SCIATHLETE HIGH PERFORMANCE SPORTS TRAINING – providing a Bridge from PT,  
prevention program, and extended training to take the athlete to the highest level.

THE W FITNESS - This specialty service division gives our patients the opportunity to thrive  
after physical therapy in an impeccably clean and uplifting fitness environment. It also serves  
as our company fitness center for employees.

WORKWRIGHT INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS – We have 3 goals through WorkWright: increase  
the bottom line of the employer, strengthen employee morale, and improve employer peace of  
mind through legally defensible systems (FJA, FJD, PWS, and RTW).

Submit your resume today at ptcareers@wrightpt.com and learn why clinicians are choosing Wright PT for their secure and meaningful career path.
Wright Physical Therapy (WPT) was founded with a vision of high quality standards and hospitality. WPT currently serves six locations in the Magic Valley of Idaho – Twin Falls (2), Kimberly, Jerome, Burley, and Wendell.

**OUR CORE PURPOSE**
We inspire you to create a life of joy through high skilled treatment, innovative solutions, uplifting environments and service.

**OUR CORE VALUES**
- Have Uplifting Fun
- Learn, Grow, Repeat
- Maintain Great Health
- Preserve Financial Freedom
- Do the Right Thing
- Family is Central
- Add Value Everyday
- Charity Never Fails
- Filled With Gratitude
- We Serve Others
- Humility and Faith Precede Growth

**OUR SOCIAL MISSION**
Wright Physical Therapy’s social mission is to secure a future full of opportunity for children. Through volunteer service efforts and revenue donations from each patient visit, Wright Physical Therapy is dedicated to protecting the innocence of children around the world.

**OUR ENVIRONMENT**
Our pristine buildings provide clean, energetic atmospheres. Our Doctors of Physical Therapy are passionate about and are experts in orthopedic and sports medicine rehabilitation. WPT clinicians assist an ideal range of orthopedic and sports medicine patients to get them back to their daily activities; from the young athlete wanting to rise to the top of their game, to the grandparent wanting to play more with their grand kids. We serve our patients through their injury from start to finish, and provide them with customized treatment plans and robust home exercise programs.

Our unique WPT software is an exceptional companion to the physical therapy occurring in the clinic. The program allows clinicians to spend more time treating and caring for the patient and less time documenting, improved patient and physician interaction, and tools for effective administrative support. It also hosts a Patient Portal which houses a patient’s HEP for mobile use, outlines appointment detail, and allows a means of contacting our clinic for a more connected care.

Updated: 5/17/17
CORE GOALS FOR ALL STAFF: 
1. Reach Your Potential
2. Pursue Financial Freedom
3. Have Uplifting Fun at Work

ASSOCIATE BENEFITS: 
• Comprehensive Medical Benefits Plan
• Health Savings Account Option
• Dental & AFLAC Plans
• Paid Time Off
• Paid Holidays
• 3% IRA matching
• DPT Tuition Program
• Relocation Bonus
• Loan Repayment Options
• Company Owned Fitness Center Membership for Employee & Spouse
• Profit Sharing & Bonuses
• Quarterly Team Building Events
• Appropriate Patient Load
• Integrated Mentorship Program
• Customized Software Program
• Fun Work Environment
• APTA/License Dues

EDUCATION AND TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES: 
• Orthopaedic Physical Therapy Residency Program (OCS Residency) 
  Take your expertise to the next level and become OCS Certified through WPT’s mixed learning program to prepare for your specialty exam.
• Mechanical Diagnosis and Treatment (MDT)
• Generous Con-Ed Allowance
• Leadership Training and Opportunities
• Quarterly Hands-On Joint Spine Sport University
• Sports Performance Bridge Program
• Monthly Journal Club + Hands On Training

SERVICES:  For full list, see website www.wrightpt.com

SPECIALTY DIVISIONS: 
SCIATHLETE HIGH PERFORMANCE SPORTS TRAINING – providing a Bridge from PT, prevention program, and extended training to take the athlete to the highest level.

THE W FITNESS - This specialty service division gives our patients the opportunity to thrive after physical therapy in an impeccably clean and uplifting fitness environment. It also serves as our company fitness center for employees.

WORKWRIGHT INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS – We have 3 goals through WorkWright: increase the bottom line of the employer, strengthen employee morale, and improve employer peace of mind through legally defensible systems (FJA, FJD, PWS, and RTW).

Submit your resume today at ptcareers@wrightpt.com and learn why clinicians are choosing Wright PT for their secure and meaningful career path.
Wright Physical Therapy (WPT) was founded on February 14, 2008 by Bryan Wright, Doctor of Physical Therapy, with a clear vision of high standards for inspiration and quality. We specialize in joint, spine, and sport related issues. We currently have six convenient locations to serve the Magic Valley of Idaho – Twin Falls (2), Kimberly, Jerome, Burley, and Wendell.

**CORE PURPOSE**
We inspire you to create a life of joy through high skilled treatment, innovative solutions, uplifting environments and service.

**CORE VALUES**

- Have Uplifting Fun
- Always Increase Wisdom
- Maintain Great Health
- Preserve Financial Freedom
- Live Honorably
- Family is Central
- Add Value Everyday
- Charity Never Fails
- Filled With Gratitude
- We Serve Others
- Humility and Faith Precede Growth

Our pristine buildings provide clean, energetic atmospheres. Our Doctors of Physical Therapy are passionate about and are experts in orthopedic and sports medicine rehabilitation. They are also back and neck specialists and all of our DPTs have either obtained or are studying to become Certified Mechanical Diagnosis & Therapy as well as Orthopaedic Certified Specialists.

Our clinicians assist an ideal range of orthopedic and sports medicine patients to get them back to their daily activities; from the young athlete wanting to rise to the top of their game, to the grandparent wanting to play more with their grand kids, to the hard worker who needs to get back to the job to provide for their family. We help our patients through their injury from start to finish, and provide them with customized treatment plans. Our exclusive WPT software is an exceptional companion to the physical therapy occurring in the clinic. This program allows clinicians to spend more time treating and caring for the patient and less time documenting, improved patient and physician interaction, and tools for effective administrative support. It also hosts a Patient Portal which houses a patient’s HEP for mobile use, outlines appointment detail, and allows a means of contacting our clinics.
CORE GOALS FOR ALL STAFF:

• Advancement Toward Your Potential
• Pursuit of Financial Freedom
• Having Uplifting Fun at Work

COMPANY BENEFITS:

- Comprehensive Medical Benefits Plan
- Health Savings Account Option
- Dental & AFLAC Plans
- Paid Time Off
- Paid Holidays
- 3% IRA matching
- DPT Tuition Program
- Relocation Bonus
- Company Owned Fitness Center
- Membership for Employee & Spouse
- Incentives & Bonuses
- Quarterly Team Building Events
- Appropriate Patient Load
- Integrated Mentorship Program
- Customized Software Program
- Fun Work Environment
- APTA/License Dues

EDUCATION AND TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES:

• Orthopaedic Physical Therapy Residency Program
  - Take your expertise and treatment to the next level, become OCS Certified through a mixed learning program to prepare for your specialty exam.
• Mechanical Diagnosis and Treatment (MDT)
• Generous Con-Ed Allowance
• Leadership Training and Opportunities
• Quarterly Hands-On Joint Spine Sport University
• Sports Performance Bridge Program
• WorkWright Industrial Solutions
• Monthly Journal Club + Hands On Training

SERVICES: For full list, see website www.wrightpt.com

SPECIALTY DIVISIONS:

SCIATHLETE HIGH PERFORMANCE SPORTS TRAINING – providing a Bridge from PT, prevention program, and extended training to take the athlete to the highest level

WORKWRIGHT INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS – increasing the bottom line of the employer, strengthening employee morale, and improving employer peace of mind through legally defensible systems (FJA, FJD, PWS, and RTW).

Submit your resume today at ptcareers@wrightpt.com to learn why many clinicians are choosing to join our company.
At Caribou, our customer service and evidence-based therapy make us the lead choice by patients and physicians alike. Because of our outstanding reputation, we are busy, growing and need help!

- Management opportunity and program development for the therapist who wants to take charge.
- Seeking dynamic therapist who remains current with latest research and is interested in expanding their own clinical education.
- Outpatient orthopedic with variety of pre and post op surgical patients with aquatic therapy availability.
- PT owned and operated/ambitious new grads welcome.
- Two orthopedic sites alongside lake; one situated by golf course, other in health club.
- Schweitzer ski resort and 50 mile long Lake Pend Oreille in back yard.
- Competitive salary DOE, 401 K, holidays, continuing education reimbursement, Mon thru Fri work week (no weekends!).
- Quality of life unsurpassed in nationally recognized Sandpoint, ID.

Contact: 208.265.8333 • Fax: 208.263.1394 • Email: cariboupt@yahoo.com

www.caribouphysicaltherapy.com
Attention Graduating Physical Therapy Students:

WE ARE ACCEPTING RESUMES NOW!

We are a privately owned outpatient physical therapy clinic with two locations, Pocatello and Idaho Falls, Idaho. We offer:

- Competitive Base Salary
- Incentive bonus structure rooted on growth and productivity
- Simple IRA, paid time off, and paid CEUs
- Fun, upbeat, family oriented work environment

**SIGNING BONUS**

Email resumes to superiorphysicaltherapy1@gmail.com
Questions? Call 208-233-2248 and ask for Gayla

www.superiorphysicaltherapy.org
PHYSICAL THERAPIST
Primarily ~80% Outpatient with ~20% acute care
Cross-Training & Mentorship
Ideal Outdoor Recreational location in IDAHO!

Non-Profit Acute Care Hospital with Outpatient Rehab

Overview:
- Work collaboratively within an interdisciplinary team of therapists, physicians, and nurses
- **Primarily outpatient:**
  - Ortho, General, Wound, Sports, Students from school sport teams
- **Smaller portion of inpatient acute care**
- Provide One on One treatment
- Schedule: M-F Days (rotating weekend)
- Electronic Health Records; Epic software

Rehab: 5 PTs
- Team environment; very supportive and flexible with schedules

Compensation: New graduates start at >$67,000 annually
(higher for those experienced)
- Onsite Interview Expenses paid
- Sign-On Bonus / Relocation Package
- Outstanding Benefits Package with very low premiums

Beautiful Idaho: a ton to offer all year long! Unlimited outdoor recreation. Hiking, miles of mountain biking, skiing, hunting, fishing, white water rafting, jet boarding, canoeing, kayaking, ATV, backpacking. Businesses are flourishing in Idaho; so many well-known companies have relocated to Idaho because of its business-friendly environment and low tax rates. It’s a thriving neighborhood with more offerings and amenities than ever before. With more than 100 golf courses amongst the gorgeous Idaho landscape, it’s easy to find a course with the scenery and challenge you’re looking for. Once you come to the area, you never want to leave this affordable cost of living and great quality of life. Live, work and have fun all in the same area.

Please reach out for full details.

Patty Wyatt - patty@clini-post.com / direct 469.626.5161 / www.clini-post.com

CLINIPOST
Medical Healthcare Search Firm
Location: Sandpoint, Idaho

Physical Therapist
CARIBOU ORTHOPEDIC & SPORTS REHAB

At Caribou, our customer service and evidence-based therapy make us the lead choice by patients and physicians alike. Because of our outstanding reputation, we are busy, growing and need help!

- Management opportunity and program development for the therapist who wants to take charge.
- Seeking dynamic therapist who remains current with latest research and is interested in expanding their own clinical education.
- Outpatient orthopedic with variety of pre and post op surgical patients with aquatic therapy availability.
- PT owned and operated/ambitious new grads welcome.
- Two orthopedic sites alongside lake; one situated by golf course, other in health club.
- Schweitzer ski resort and 50 mile long Lake Pend Oreille in back yard.
- Competitive salary DOE, 401 K, holidays, continuing education reimbursement, Mon thru Fri work week (no weekends!).
- Quality of life unsurpassed in nationally recognized Sandpoint, ID.

Contact: 208.265.8333 • Fax: 208.263.1394 • Email: cariboupt@yahoo.com
www.caribouphysicaltherapy.com

Email or fax resumé attn Paula
We now have a career opportunity for another great PT our clinic continues to grow. We are a practice that provides high level orthopedic care and has a loyal following in the community. Our highly analytical approach to each case sets us apart from other practices. Each case is unique and through full body analysis, we develop custom treatment and solutions to assist with maximizing function and performance. If you love to learn and want to be in an engaging, active environment that provides support and mentorship please send us your resume. OCS or aspiring to take the OCS exam is ideal. New graduates welcome.

Sawtooth PT sees a diverse caseload of orthopedics ranging from post op, sports, spine and extremities. We offer a great salary, CEU reimbursement, paid time off, health insurance and a retirement plan.

Boise is a fantastic town with many opportunities for outdoor activity, concerts and restaurants. It is a town that is easy to get around in and one of the most livable cities in the US.

Best Regards,

Chelsea Beyers, PT, DPT, OCS
Director of Operations
Sawtooth Physical Therapy
chelsea@sawtoothpt.com
208-377-3850
We have an opening for a pelvic health physical therapist. A pelvic health physical therapist plays a vital and underserved role in the community by assisting patients that have problems with urinary or fecal incontinence, pelvic pain or sexual dysfunctions. We are a practice that provides high level, specialized care and has a loyal following in the community. Through full body analysis, we develop custom treatment and solutions to assist with maximizing function and performance. If you love to learn and want to be in an engaging, active environment that provides support and mentorship please send us your resume. Salary range depends on experience and case load. New graduates welcome.

Sawtooth Physical Therapy sees a diverse caseload of pelvic health and orthopedics. We offer a great salary, CEU reimbursement, paid time off, health insurance and a retirement plan. Boise is a fantastic town with many opportunities for outdoor activity, concerts and restaurants. It is a town that is easy to get around in and one of the most livable cities in the US.

Best Regards,

Chelsea Beyers, PT, DPT, OCS
Director of Operations
Sawtooth Physical Therapy
chelsea@sawtoothpt.com
208-377-3850
Full Time Physical Therapist or Physical Therapist Assistant (Lewiston, ID)  
2.29.16

Dynamic Physical Therapy. Seeking full time outgoing Physical Therapist or Physical Therapist Assistant who is interested in outpatient orthopedics. If you have a specialization that is an added bonus. Candidates should have a strong desire to help people and want to join an outgoing, growing clinic that puts their patients' needs first. Must have good time management skills, organizational skills and be able to effectively communicate and work hard. New grads are welcome, mentorship available. Salary based on experience, generous PTO package, 401K and continuing education. Family owned and operated with a friendly and fun atmosphere. Excellent area for outdoor activities and for raising your family. Please email resume to jo@Dynamic-Physical-Therapy.com or fax to (208)743-1791 or call for more information (208)743-1795
1/28/16
Subject: Need a PT in our clinic in Rural Idaho

I have a private practice in Jerome, Idaho. I am looking for a person who is very talented. Ideally a PT, ATC and Bilingual (Spanish speaking). We have contracts with local high school for ATC services, local CAH hospital, many home health agencies and our own private clinic. We also provide occupational medicine, job site analysis and post offer job screens for multiple employers in the area. We are also opening up a 2nd clinic in a month. I will need help soon. If you know of an alumni or student that will graduate soon, please have them call or email me at lonegbert.pt@jeromept.com or 208-316-3090.

--
Lon Egbert, PT, ATC, DPT
Jerome Physical Therapy & Sports Medicine Clinic  208-324-3090
Wendell Physical Therapy & Sports Medicine Clinic  208-536-3090
Fax: 208-324-3093